
Handgun 
 

 
 

5 Yard Line       5 

rds 15 sec 

5 Rounds Shooters RUN from the 25 to the 5 Yard Line Draw 

their weapon and fire 3 rounds center mass and 2 

rounds in the head scan the threat area then holster.  

On command the shooters will move to the one 

yardline. 

 

1 Yard Line 

5 rds-4 sec 

          5 rds-4 sec  

2 rds-1 sec 

3 rds-2 sec 

 

15 Rounds  Shooters need to start in a field interview 

stance/bladed.  On command shooters will draw 

their weapon, throw a distraction object (ticket 

book/ammo box) at the face of the target/violator 

while taking 1 large step back (shooters may go to an 

isosceles stance) and fire 5 rounds then go to the high 

ready and on command holster their weapon.  The 

shooter can fire with one or both hands.  If the 

shooter fires with one hand the non-shooting 

shooting hand and forearm will be held up to shield 

the shooters head and face.  Shooters will fire this 

drill twice; the second time using a hand strike, scan 

and go to the low ready.  Shooters will follow range 

commands to fire either 2 or 3 rounds when 

necessary.  After each command to fire shooters will 

scan the threat area until cleared and return to the 

low ready until given the command to holster.   

 

7 Yard Line 

2 rds-1 sec 

3 rds-2 sec 

5 rds-3 sec 

5 rds-10 sec 

for mag. exchange 

15 Rounds Shooters Run from the 15 to the 7 Yard Line, Draw 

their weapon and “CHALLENGE THE SUSPECT”, 

(Police don’t move, State Police put the weapon 

down), keeping the suspect covered.  Shooters will 

follow range commands to fire 2, 3 or 5 rounds when 

necessary.  After each command to fire shooters will 

fire scan the threat area until cleared and return to 

the high ready until the command to holster weapons 

is given.  On command shooters will draw and fire 3 

rounds change magazines fire 2 rounds scan until 

clear then holster. 

 

15 Yard Line      10 

Seconds 

 

5 Rounds   Shooters RUN from the 25 to the 15-Yard Line Draw 

their weapon and fire 5 Rounds. 

25 Yard Line      35 

Seconds 

 

10 Rounds  5 Rounds Kneeling, using barricade for cover and 

support.  5 Rounds Standing, using the barricade for 

cover and support.  Shooters will load 10 rounds into 

a magazine with either an empty hull or a dummy 

round mixed in to cause a jam or malfunction.     

 
 

NOTE: Range officers will not use the command “he/she’s got a gun/weapon” for a firing command.  This could 

condition officers to fire when the gun/weapon was not a threat.  At the 7 and 1 yard line range officers will 

occasionally give nonfiring commands (he/she dropped the gun/weapon, he/she’s got his/her hands up) to prevent an 

automatic fire response when officers hear a command. 


